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Data giant snaps up estate agency tech firm
Data management giant Supadü has bought up the firm responsible for the nuts and bolts of many of the UK’s top estate agency websites.

World Archipelago has been going for 17 years and crafted search tools, back-ends and features for the likes
of Carter Jonas, Strutt & Parker, Winkworth, KFH, Savills, Hamptons and Knight Frank.

A statement from the two firms said the deal will “enable Supadü to combine its leading data management solutions with the intuitive and powerful
search technology from World Archipelago to provide new and compelling website solutions for residential and commercial estate agents in the UK
and Worldwide.”

Supadü will be taking over the hosting, management and support of World Archipelago’s clients and websites on exactly the same terms, and all
employees are transferring over to Supadü.

Mark Harvie-Watt, CEO at Supadü Ltd: “World Archipelago’s industry leading search coupled with Supadu’s data management and website
solutions will allow us to revolutionise the next generation of websites for the property sector.”

The pitch to agents now involves a combo of “intuitive search” with “highly responsive data profiling” designed to “increase lead generation
exponentially and provide the ability to shift sluggish property”.

Clients are promised “fully responsive property solutions” offering estate agents “visual discovery and highly customizable search results with distinct
relevancy”.

supadu.com

worldarchipelago.com
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Senior Operations Manager
The Role Reporting to the Finance Director, you will be responsible for helping to achieve the company’s sales turnover, on time delivery and
profit targets by; • Managing training and performance for Operations and Logistic functions. • Ensuring procurement of stock to facilitate
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projects is performed effectively whilst maintaining efficient levels of stock holding within
Freelance Property Consultant
Cultural Communications (www.culturalcomms.co.uk) is a growing boutique PR and marketing communications agency established in 2010
working with premium brands within the luxury lifestyle sector including American Express, Moët Hennessy and Masterpiece London. We have
an opening for a Freelance Property Consultant to join our team of culturally curious PR practitioners to manage a prestige property
Development Surveyor
The role involves working within the London Development Team. You will assist in providing development consultancy advice, guiding public
and private sector clients through the development evolution process using development appraisal (Argus) and bespoke software modelling. The
focus is primarily on residential development opportunities in London but also further afield in the South East. As
Lettings Negotiator
Winkworth’s Kensington lettings office is looking for a confident and experienced negotiator who is based locally and possesses good area
knowledge. The role will involve; qualifying potential tenants, identifying their needs and matching them to suitable properties, viewing
properties, negotiating offers and delivering the highest levels of customer service to landlords and tenants. Full details and
Senior Lettings Negotiator
Knight Frank’s Notting Hill office is looking to recruit a Senior Lettings Negotiator to be responsible for carrying out market appraisals, gaining
instructions, business development, managing applicants, carrying out viewings, agreeing tenancies and processing paperwork to completion in
line with agreed targets. Full details and how to apply here
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